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1. Dedicated Support 
When running critical environments with a small DBA team, many companies face difficult decisions, focus 

on project delivery, or spend time responding to critical production issues? Recruit, or suffer gaps in cover 

that cause issues for the business? 

OCSL can help you, we provide 24x7 cover and proactive monitoring, with a dedicated support team that will 

work alongside your team in the most cost-effective way for your business. As your data platform evolves, so 

does our service - we can manage Azure data services, including Azure SQL Database, as well as your on-

premises or managed hosted cloud deployments. 

OCSL provides clients with advanced SQL support using our very highly skilled and trusted partner Coeo. 

Coeo are Europe's most trusted analytics and data management experts and the team at Coeo act as an 

extension of the OCSL Managed Services team, ensuring continuity of service for our clients. 

Providing enhanced/critical SQL management and support, Coeo are embedded within OCSL and are based 

on a long-term, high trust relationship. 

The procedure for clients logging issues is always the same and is compliance and process driven, with 

OCSL liaising direct with the client to deliver continuous service. 

 

1.1 Your technology partner 

We put the Ops in DevOps 

 The operations team behind your development team 

 Allow your staff to focus on innovation rather than support 

 24 x 7 Real-time performance monitoring to find suboptimal code 

 Strong integration with customer release management processes 

Breadth of Support 

 Bespoke, 3rd party and legacy IT platforms 

 Deployed on-premises, in the cloud or with managed hosting providers 

 ISO 27001 
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1.2 Truly pro-active support 

Proactive Support 

 Microsoft data and analytics platforms 

 Over 95% of our work is proactive 

24x7 Operations 

 Performance and availability troubleshooting 

 Unlimited incidents and service requests 

Expertise 

 Delivered by globally respected experts from our UK headquarters 

 Priority access to Coeo dedicated engineering staff 

 

1.3 Service Delivery  

Operational Intelligence 

 Monitored using Coeo’s SCOM management pack 

 Sentry One Performance monitoring on all active platform instances 

 Access to Coeo’s platform toolkit 

Service Management 

 Root cause analysis of operational issues 

 Change management and CAB integration 

 Release management and developer support 

Service Delivery 

 Dedicated lead support engineer 

 Dedicated account manager 

 Quarterly service reviews 
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2. Mission Critical Support 
Mission Critical SQL support is provided 24x7x365. 

For servers supported at the Mission Critical level the following are alerts which will page the on-call support 

team member to action out of hours. The team member will ensure services are healthy and escalate to the 

customer if needed. 

Root cause analysis will be performed the next business day.  Out-Of-Hours alerting can be customised to 

suit customer needs. 

Windows Server 

 Windows Server Dirty Shutdown  

 Cluster Node down for more than 5 minutes. 

 Cluster Resource down for more than 5 minutes 

 Cluster Service down for more than 5 minutes 

 Heartbeat failure for longer than 10 minutes, this includes failures to our gateway 

 Operating System I/O error 823  

SQL Server 

 OS Error while performing I/O on page 

 SQL Exception 

 SQL Server Terminated unexpectedly 

 SQL Server Service down for more than 5 minutes 

 SQL Agent Service down for more than 5 minutes 

 Availability Group is not in the Primary or Secondary role  

 Scheduling Error 17884 (process not assigned a thread) 

Database 

 Log for database is not available 

 An error occurred reading the database log file 

 Database offline for more than 5 minutes 

 Database suspect for more than 5 minutes 

 Database or filegroup full 

 Log file is nearly full for more than 10 minutes 

 Log file is full 
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2.1 Support for SQL Server Installation and Configuration 

Support for the SQL Server Database Engine, provides a proactive and fully managed capability to ensure 

continued health, configuration and on-going performance of clients’ critical data platform. Proactive 

monitoring and incident resolution of a single SQL Server instance. 

Databases 

 Configure database consistency checks to be run on an agreed schedule 

 Configure index maintenance to run on an agreed schedule 

 Create database users and associated permissions/role membership 

 Configure database auditing 

 Manage allocated database space 

 Capacity planning 

Monitoring 

 Monitor for consistency checks not having run in x days 

 Database space usage 

 FileGroup and File space usage 

 Log space usage 

 Auto-shrink setting 

 Auto create and auto update stats setting 

 High number of virtual log files 

 Misconfigured auto-growth settings 

 Page Verify setting 

 Monitoring for up to 500 databases per instance 

Scheduled Jobs 

 Configure maintenance-related scheduled jobs (backups, integrity checks and index maintenance) 

 Configure job to cycle the SQL Server error log to an agreed schedule 

 Investigate and resolve failures 

Monitoring 

 Coeo-created Job failures 

 Maintenance, Replication and Log Shipping Job Failures 

 Coeo-created Consecutive job failures 

 Maintenance, Replication and Log Shipping Consecutive job failures 

 Coeo-created job step retries 
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SQL Server Engine 

 Create and configure database on customer request 

 Create logins on request 

 Create SQL Server Audit and Audit Configurations on request 

 Configure Transparent Data Encryption on request 

 Investigate performance issue on client request 

 TempDB best practice configuration  

 Resolution and root cause analysis of SQL Server application crashes 

 Bug fixing for Coeo-created T-SQL code 

Monitoring 

 SQL Server service and SQL Agent service restart 

 No. of Sleeping SPIDS that have an open transaction 

 Various sp_configure settings 

 Various SQL Server Specific Performance Counters (SQL Server 2008 or later). 

 Database file latency 

 Deadlocks 

 Blocking 

 Executed T-SQL 

Replication 

 Reinitialise subscribers in the event of corruption or failure 

 Reinitialise on request 

 Set up a new subscription to a supported instance for an existing publication 

Monitoring 

 Replication latency 

 Replication failures (of agents) 

 Agent retries 
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2.2 Configuration of Virtual Environments 

Coeo and OCSL work together to deliver optimal configuration, performance and scalability of the SQL 

Server workload and underlying virtualised environment. Also providing the following deep workload 

performance data collection, analysis and where appropriate, tuning. 

Performance 

 Proactive monitoring to detect performance problems 

 Identify root cause of database performance problems (instance, hardware) 

 Identify sub-optimal data access code and recommend enhancements 

 Guidance on index and statistics strategy 

 

2.3 Configuration and Management of SQL High 

Availability Techniques 

Supporting all native Windows and SQL Server high availability and disaster recovery technologies, including 

Always On failover clusters and availability groups. 

High Availability and Disaster Recovery 

 Resolution and root cause analysis of supported cluster resource failures 

 Perform failover in response to customer request 

 Add disk resource to existing cluster on request 

 Configure and set up log shipping 

 Configure and set up database mirroring 

 Add new databases to an existing AlwaysOn availability group 

Monitoring 

 Cluster resource failures 

 Cluster resource failovers 

 Cluster network connectivity 

 Node offline 

 Monitor for log shipping target not having restore database in specified time window 

 Monitor for mirroring secondary database not synchronising 

 Monitor for AlwaysOn secondary database not synchronising 
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2.4 Ability to Manage SQL Server Backups 

Managed SQL Server back-up and restore, including routine, best practice database maintenance 

procedures to check for corruption and maintain indexes.  

Backup and Recovery 

 Configure database backups to an agreed schedule using native backups. Backup solutions using 

third-party software are not supported as standard. The client would be responsible for managing 

offsite backup storage. 

 Perform ad-hoc backup or restore outside of the agreed schedule 

 Recover database in the event of corruption or failure 

 Recover database due to client error 

 Ad-Hoc Backup, Copy and Restore of database from one instance to another 

Monitoring 

 Monitor for backup failures (full, differential and log backups) 

 Monitor for backups not having run in x days (default of two days) 
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3. Pricing 
OCSL’s “Managed SQL Service” is provided as a fully managed service via our partnership with Coeo, it is 

not priced like other solutions that may use complicated pricing models per database or version, which can 

work out extremely expensive the more databases on a server, instead we offer a simpler per instance 

pricing model that removes any ambiguity or confusion around pricing or variables. 

Pricing is based upon a per-instance per-month charge, the rate of which dependant on total quantity of 

instanced and thus price break points. 

Monthly Charges 

Recurring monthly charges apply for supported instances as indicated below. 

Dedicated Support Monthly 

Mission Critical Support: 1-9 instances £1,400.00 

Mission Critical Support: 10+ instances £750.00 

 

Note: Pricing based on 12 month agreement. 
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Office Locations 

Head office 

East House 

New Pound Common 

Wisborough Green 

West Sussex 

RH14 0AZ 

 

London office 

Tower 42 

25 Old Broad Street 

London 

EC2 1HN 

 

Hove office 

Martlets Office 2 & 3 

Sussex County Cricket Club 

Eaton Road 

Hove 

BN3 3AN 

 

Cambridge office 

First Floor 

Kings Hall 

Parsons Green 

St Ives 

Cambridgeshire 

PE27 4WY 

 

Telephone: 0845 605 2100 

 

Email: info@ocsl.co.uk 

 

   

 

 

About OCSL 

We deliver business transformation by having a different perspective on the world of IT and business. We give our clients 

the winning difference through identifying better answers. Our fast, agile and adaptable approach can flex, scale and 

change with your business needs. 

mailto:info@ocsl.co.uk
https://twitter.com/OCSL_UK
https://www.youtube.com/user/OcslUK
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ocsl

